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uilding World Citizenship 

is the WAGGGS theme for 

the next triennium. The aim 

of this is to encourage 

active citizenship. WAGGGS 

challenges each of us to 

be responsible citizens in our own 

community and to look for ways 

in which we can be pro-active. This 

should definitely provide us with 

something to think about in the year 

ahead. 

Over the past months, you may 

have been a facilitator, a co-ordinator, 

a friend, a program director or a 

Leader, and perhaps you have also 

been a travel consultant, transporter, 

counsellor, a secretary, a book-

keeper, a trainer, a cook or a baby-

sitter. What a versatile and talented 

group you are! Thank you all for 

once again giving so generously of 

your time and energy to support 

That's right! After extensive inquiry 

into what our readers want to see in 

these pages, we look forward to 

'unveiling' the new GiA. This new 

format will focus on giving readers the 

chance to share program ideas and 

guiding experiences with members 

around Australia. 

There will be six issues per year, 

with eight pages of program ideas in  

Guiding, whatever role you occupy. 

Christmas seems very close now, 

doesn't it? For many, the year's end 

brings quieter times, but for others 

like me in the retail industry, it is the 

busiest time of year. Whatever is 

going on in your life, Linden and I hope 

you and your nearest and dearest 

have a joyful Christmas and a restful 

break before we start into 1988. 

For some, the holidays will mean 

involvement with special Guide 

events. Best wishes to everyone 

involved in these, particularly those 

at 	Koninderie, 	for 	happy, 

challenging, successful events. 

The year ahead promises to be 

interesting and exciting. In particular 

we look forward to welcoming 

Mrs Heather Brandon, Chairman of 

the World Board of WAGGGS to 

Australia at the end of June. 

- Mandy Macky 
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CHALLENGE TO OUR WORLD LEADERS 

Last month we reported briefly on a paper entitled 'The 

Education of Young People: A Statement at the Dawn of the 

21st Century'. This paper was drawn up by the heads of 

the world's five largest youth 

organisations, namely the YMCA, 

YWCA, World Scout Association, 

the International Red Cross and 

WAGGGS. 

The paper was to be presented 

by the then Chief Commissioner 

Janette Lockhart Gibson to Prime 

Minister Howard at the Australian 

Women's Round Table meeting 

in August. An alternative 

arrangement has now been 

made. The statement will now be 

GUIDES TAKING THE 

IN 	OTHER 

THE EDUCATION OF 
YOUNG PEOPLE 

Learning non formally in peer 

submitted to the Commonwealth Heads of State by His Royal 

Highness the Duke of Edinburgh, who oversaw its 

construction. 

If accepted and acted upon, The Education of Young 

People' could have vast implications for organisations like 

Guides Australia who provide non formal education to youth. 

It bases its argument partly on UNESCO's widely accepted 

definition of education and their division of educational 

processes into three types as follows: 

1. Formal Education—the hierarchically structured, 

chronologically graded educational system running from 

primary through to tertiary institutions. 

2. Informal Education—the process whereby every 

individual acquires attitudes, values, skills and knowledge from 

daily experience. This kind is gleaned from family, peer groups, 

the media and other influences 

FRIENDS OF SANGAM 

GATHERING 

August 1998 will bring with it a unique 

chance for young women. This is the 

'Friends of Sangam Gathering' at Pune in 

India, run from August 3 to 12 and followed 

by the Camp for Indian Children from 

August 15 to 18. 

The camp is open to Guides Australia 

members aged from 16 to 30 who enjoy 

challenging activities. However, some of 

the activities that are part of the camp are 

quite strenuous, so fitness is required. 

Those who are eligible and who 

choose to attend the camp will be able to 

experience the Sangam Spirit, and have  

many more opportunities than 'the 

average tourist' to put leadership and 

communication skills into action among 

the local population. You will face new 

challenges, lead a very active lifestyle and 

explore India with the local community. 

Participants will also help organise and 

run the indoor camp for Indian children. 

The cost of the camp is approximately 

$2,500 including the event fee, airfares, 

administration costs, international tops 

and bags, insurance and some meals. 

If you would like to take advantage of 

this wonderful opportunity, contact Susan 

Wakefield, our International Commissioner, 

before the closing date of February 28 

1998. 

3. Non formal Education—

organised educational activity 

outside the established formal 

system intended to serve an 

identifiable learning clientele with 

identifiable learning objectives. 

The authors of The Education 

of Young People' identify youth 

organisations such as Guides 

and Scouts with type three. They 

then go on to explain the relative 

degrees assigned to these three 

types by policy-makers and other 

International Commissioner Susan 

Wakefield has long been serving the 

cause of women in the community. An 

ex-policewoman and women's service 

club member, Susan's tireless work 

with Guides Australia has been 

complemented by the invaluable 

assistance she has given to the Rotary 

Youth Exchange Program. 

It was for these reasons that Susan 

recently received the unique honour of 

becoming the first recipient of the Lower 

Blue Mountains Rotary Club's Jean Harris 

Award. 

groups 
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key groups, saying that the non formal 

sector has not had sufficient 

acknowledgement from these groups. 

They believe that while most academic 

knowledge and job skills are acquired 

through formal types of education, the 

acquisition of life skills, social attitudes 

and shared cultural values is heavily 

dependent on non formal education. 

On this basis 'The Education of 

Young People' appeals to groups who 

:Experiential Learning. Non 

formal education programs 

offer practical experiences in 

their particular area of focus. 

Learning comes as a result of 

the practical experience of the 

individual and not only from a 

theoretical explanation. 

:Progressive Programs. 

Most non formal organisations 

have a progressive dimension Undertaking challenges is seen by many as part of education 

will have a role in shaping educational policies for young 

people in the future to accept that non formal education is an 

essential part of the educational process. It asks that these 

groups acknowledge the contribution that non formal 

educators make to the well-being of young people. The 

document speaks of the need to recognise the universal 

validity of non formal education of young people, particularly 

through the work of world youth organisations. 

Part of the importance of non formal education, as outlined 

in 'The Education of Young People', results from specific 

characteristics which are intrinsic to it and which, to a large 

extent, are not present in either formal or informal forms of 

education. These include: 

: Volunteerism. Youth organisations are voluntary, meaning 

that each person involved in them for a significant period is 

there of his or her own free will. This voluntary involvement 

strengthens the individual's motivation and commitment and 

has a positive impact on his or her character.  

in their programs. This is a way of helping a person measure 

their own growth over a period of time in a flexible manner and 

without the rigidity of a fixed curriculum. 

: Peer Groups. Non formal education organisations have 

found ways of harnessing young people's natural desire for 

group involvement for the purposes of educating them. A group 

of peers provides an ideal framework in which the individual, in 

association with others, can plan and implement projects, 

undertake responsibilities, reflect and evaluate with others, 

and receive and provide feedback. Furthermore, the peer 

group plays a key role in the process of acquiring values. The 

opinions of peers is particularly valuable when a young person 

needs to make choices that are values-based (eg. about 

drugs, sexuality etc). 

Obviously the effects of this paper will not be known until it 

is presented by His Royal Highness. We will keep readers up 

to date with any outcomes which arise after this time. 

Guides Australia has agreed to support 

the renovation of Sri Lankan Head-

quarters as a WAGGGS mutual aid 

project. This is one of the projects planned 

for the 80th birthday celebrations of 

Guiding in Sri Lanka. Work has already 

begun on a flood protection program and 

repairs to the roadway and on grills over  

the two entrances. Thanks 

to these initiatives, the 

building was able to 

withstand the heavy rain of 

recent months. 

Now that the mutual aid 

request has been approved, 

work can be completed on 

the conference room. 

Honorary Treasurer Siromi 

Rodrigo extends her thanks to Guides 

Australia for their support of this project. 

The Jean Harris Award was introduced 

by Rotary International during the 

1996-97 Rotary year. Jean Harris was the 

wife of Rotary's founder Paul P. Harris, 

and the award marks her outstanding 

contribution to the development of 

Rotary around the world. The Award is 

reserved for non-Rotarian women who 

contribute significantly to the development 

of women in their community and to the 

well-being and identity of women in 

general. 

Guides Australia congratulate Susan 

on the attainment of this well-deserved 

honour and look forward to benefitting 

from her continued efforts. 

WAGGGS MUTUAL 

AID SCHEME 



Guides Australia's 
Audience lDM 
with the 

The Australian Women's Round Table meeting was held at Parliament House on 27-28 August. 

Guides Australia was represented by Janette Lockhart Gibson, our Australian Chief Commissioner. 

A s part of the meeting, ten women's organisations were 

chosen to meet with the Prime Minister, the Hon. John 

Howard MP, and the Minister Assisting the Prime 

Minister for the Status of Women, Senator the Hon. Jocelyn 

Newman to report on national women's issues. Guides 

Australia was one of those chosen. 

For two days the women present discussed items which 

affect women in every area of Australia. The issues covered 

were very diverse, ranging across the following areas: 

: Identifying the Ingredients of a Family-Friendly Workplace 

: Domestic Violence and Indigenous Women 

: Women and Reconciliation 

: Getting the Message Through (Lobbying) 

: Towards Economic Security for Older Women 

: Building Bridges between the Community and the 

Hangover Ceremony: 
ManaCHARGE 

Family, State Commissioners, Office Bearers ......._ 
and others from within the Association flew 

in from all corners of the continent to 

(  

celebrate the occasion, appreciating the 

beautiful surroundings and the chance to 

catch up with friends and associates. 

)

The ceremony began with a welcoming 

address from Lady Deane, and included 

addresses from Vice President Mrs. Helen 

Christian, Mrs. Janette Lockhart Gibson, Miss 

Caitlin Macky and Miss Linden Edgell. 

Mandy's succession to the role of Chief Commissioner sadly 

marks the end of the era ushered in by Janette, whose 

stewardship steered our Association confidently through a 

period of major change. Janette will be a hard act to follow. 

However, much of what was contained in Mandy's address 

suggested an equally bold outlook and supreme determination  

Corporate Sector. 

Guides Australia are in an excellent position to be able to 

discuss these kinds of issues as they impact upon younger and 

older women. 

There were opportunities, out of the formal sessions, for 

women to consider issues which affect them individually or 

their own organisations. The two day timetable allowed 

participants to canvass issues in much more detail than was 

possible at the previous years' six hour sessions. It also gave 

the opportunity for ministers other than Senator Newman to 

attend and hear first hand just what is of concern to women. 

This is an excellent opportunity for Guides Australia to be 

seen as an organisation relevant to the needs of girls and 

women. It is imperative that we continue to be involved at this 

annual round-table meeting. 

On August 29th at Government House in 

Canberra, Mandy Macky was sworn in as the 

new Chief Commissioner of Guides Australia in 

a simple, touching ceremony. 

to succeed in making this Association 

all it can be. 

"My dream is for Guiding to 

achieve its centenary as a vibrant and 

essential part of the community", 

Mandy said. "Janette has challenged 

us to respond to the changes in society ... has promoted us in 

the wider community and enhanced our standing in the political 

arena. We are now looking with new eyes at the needs of this 

generation as we head for the 21st century". As she accepted 

the Chief Commissioner's badge from Lady Deane, Mandy 

commented that "I am very aware of the huge responsibility I 

accept with this badge. I promise that I will do my best for the 

future benfit of Guides Australia". 

We wish Mandy the very best of luck in achieving these 

goals between now and 2002. Congratulations! 

- Anthony Cook 
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There was a buzz of excitement as this year's 
Victorian Business and Professional Woman's 
Businesswoman of the year was announced in 
Melbourne. A cheer of 'good on Bendigo' could 
be heard over the general applause. To the winner 
Janette Ball, manager at Bendigo Bank, it was a 
great surprise. 
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,-. 	anette says her life would have been 

totally different had she not joined 

Guides. What she has learned in Guiding 

has had a formative influence on her character 

and on the life choices she has made. 

From her birthplace at Dimboola in the 

Wimmera, where she lived for eleven years 

surrounded by fields of shimmering wheat in 

soaring heat and blinding dust storms, she 

moved to Eaglehawk. New possibilities opened 

for her when her cousin took her along to the 

local Guide meeting. As she embarked on her 

first Guide camp at Ocean Grove, she was full 

of excitement—it would be her first experience 

of visiting and swimming in the sea. What a 

contrast to her inland life! 

Janette studied and passed many badges to 

become the second member of the Eaglehawk 

company to receive her Queen's Guide Award. 

She joined Rangers, but her Unit eventually 

disbanded. 

Leaving school at fifteen, Janette knew of 

little or no alternative to being married and 

having children. However, this was to change 

after her Guide captain (who later became her 

mentor) encouraged her to accept a job with an 

accounting firm. 

Soon after making this start Janette moved 

into banking, attaining a position with the old 

Bendigo and Eaglehawk Star Building Society. 

After a few bank merges and much hard work 

she advanced from ledger clerk to her present 

position as Senior Manager. 

On marrying Janette moved to Kangaroo 

Flat, where she was appointed as Bendigo 

Bank's first Branch Manager. When she 

asked if she could apply for the role the 

Manager said he had not considered the 

possibility of giving the job to a woman. She 

stayed there for five years, before being given 

the responsibility of setting up a training 

department and preparing a training program 

for use at the bank's 76 branches. 

At the time when Janette decided to become 

a mother, there was no such thing as maternity 

leave. She therefore decided to leave work and 

focus on looking after her children until she was 

confident that they were old enough to take 

responsibility for themselves. She then resumed 

her full-time employment. 

Now Janette passes her expertise into the 

community as a member of the Regional Board 

of LaTrobe University, the Bendigo Regional 

Institute of TAFE, the Rotary Club of Bendigo, 

the Bendigo Region Area Consultative 

Committee, The Australian Institute of 

Management and the Institute of Financial 

Services. She has also had success as mentor 

to the Bendigo Bank's female staff. Her smiling 

face and serene manner assist her in this 

regard, making her as approachable to staff as 

she is to clients. 

All of these achievements no doubt played a 

role in her selection as one of 24 finalists in 

Telstra's Businesswoman of the Year this year. 

Ironically, when nominated for the Victorian 

Business and Professional Woman's 

Businesswoman of the Year Award, the 

commitments which made Janette such a 

worthy candidate for selection forced her to 

defer her nomination for a year. 

Janette's two daughters eventually joined 

the Guide Unit at Golden Square and Janette 

kept her Guiding interest as an active member 

of the support group. After 22 years of working 

hard, Janette plans to retire at the end of this 

year to pursue various hobbies which she has 

been forced to neglect due to the demands of 

motherhood and her career. However, although 

she will no longer be able to enjoy the title of 

Senior Manager, the equally (if not more) 

satisfying title of 'Grandma' is not far away. 

We wish her health and happiness in 

another phase of her life. 

JANETTE 

BALL 

PROFILE BY 

JEAN 

COLE, 

VICTORIA 



CITIZENSHIP: beyond disability 
the power and potential of recreation 
CONFERENCE REPORT BY LOIS COOK, WA DISABILITY SUPPORT CO-ORDINATOR 

The 'Citizenship: Beyond Disability' conference was held in Brisbane on October 10 and 11 

1996. Thanks to generous funding received from the Gregory Fellowship I was fortunate to be 

able to attend. It was an inspiring two days outlining new and more productive ways of relating 

to and including people with disabilities . . . 
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T he conference was organised by NICAN (National 

Information Communication Awareness Network. It 

was attended predominantly by service providers, 

service users, academics and various local government 

representatives. 

Our keynote speaker gave an historical overview of the shift 

of society's attitudes towards people with disabilities. These 

attitudes have shifted from institutionalisation in the pre-1950s 

through to parent motivation and volunteerism, normalisation, 

consumerism and advocacy. The idea of professionalism 

(where it was believed that professionals knew what was best), 

was followed by the rise of the self-advocacy 

movement. The current feeling, however, is that 	
Peopl 

none of these models are totally adequate, and 

so the concepts of community inclusion and disabil 
citizenship have arisen in the 1990's. 

often 

Achieving true citizenship ... 

Many of those who work with people with 

disabilities still provide services geared to fit the 

`old model' of rehabilitation and the 'client' role. A 

better approach, said our speaker, is to ensure 

that those with disabilities have 'community 

inclusion, empowerment and the citizen role'. 

CITIZENSHIP MEANS: 

: Rights and responsibilities. In the past 

(and still today in many cases), families and 

service providers felt that since 'life was difficult' 

for people with disabilities they should be 

relieved of all responsibilities `to make things 

easier'. People with disabilities tended to lose 

their rights, as others made their decisions for them. Giving 

back rights and responsibilities to people with disabilities allows 

them to achieve equality and allows a person with a disability to 

exercise a 'power approach' (where they are in control) rather 

than a 'victim approach'. To ensure that people with disabilities 

are allowed to exercise rights and responsibilities, we need to  

work in genuine partnership. 

: Getting a Life. the most important parameter by which 

to measure our success in supporting people with disabilities 

is their quality of life. This is determined not just by the quality 

of their treatment and equipment but, crucially, by their 

opportunities to pursue satisfying leisure activities. 

: Empowerment. People with disabilities should be in a 

situation wherein they are free to gain awareness, to get support 

from others, to do their own monitoring and to learn new roles. 

: Participation and Inclusion The isolation experienced 

by people with disabilities can be minimised if those working 

with them strive to include them in activities—

even when it means they have to challenge 

their limitations—rather than always taking a 

protective approach. This inclusion allows 

people with disabilities to gain competencies 

and skills and to make a contribution. 

Inclusion is more than just integration; it 

implies equal involvement and friendship. 

Current Issues of Concern 

Several of the speakers at the conference 

outlined obstacles faced by people with 

disabilities in endeavouring to receive 

appropriate support from others in society. 

Our second speaker, who took the stage 

in a wheelchair, spoke of how able-bodied 

people act as a protective society, not allowing 

people with disabilities to achieve. She saw 

a corresponding need for workers of all 

categories to be trained to support people with 

disabilities. This proposition was supported by a later speaker 

who gave examples of how attitudinal barriers changed once 

workers established a relationship with people with disabilities. 

Our third speaker, accompanied by guide dog, argued that 

the concept of citizenship requires that all in a civil society be 

allowed to participate equally. To achieve equal participation, 

sect 
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are devalued ... 
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for these 
people 

to become 
citizens 
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social capital (otherwise known as 'people power'—the 

practice of valuing people for their inherent worth) needed 

more power and resources invested in it. 

Socio-economic factors are also of concern. People with 

disabilities are often from sectors of society which are 

devalued (for instance the female, non-English speaking or 

poorly educated sectors). They are often not nurtured, and are 

poor communicators. It is difficult for these people to become 

citizens: they need energy to pursue their aims and effective 

support. They need to become accustomed to taking risks. 

Creating a Welcoming Community 

Maximising citizenship through the development of 

welcoming communities was the next topic. Citizenship was 

here defined as a rich concentration of exchanges, friendship, 

wisdom, skills, goods, support and culture, membership and 

associational life. A welcoming community can be the whole 

community or any smaller subset of that community. The 

principles of a welcoming community include that all 

community members have to believe that people with 

disabilities have a place in the community. There has to be 

confidence in community members' capacity and willingness 

to welcome people with disabilities and their families into the 

communities. You need to let go—otherwise you give the 

message that this person is unable to cope, and is thereby a 

lesser person. 

In these communities many of the needs of a person with a 

disability can be met. For example, to value people with 

disabilities as citizens, we need to value their role—this is much 

easier to appreciate in a small welcoming community, such as 

an Association like our own. People with disabilities must—as 

mentioned—be included, not wrapped in cotton wool. There 

needs to be a social network including having and being 

friends, there needs to be a work/leisure ethic and quality of 

life. The person needs to have social responsibilities, genuine 

consumer participation, empowerment and community inclusion. 

The Role of Challenging Activities 

It is important that people with disabilities find challenges in 

recreation and leisure, and are allowed to take risks. Those 

who are supervising people with disabilities doing leisure 

activities must find a balance between duty of care and 

empowerment. Leisure is an attitude and a state of mind that 

embodies freedom of choice, self-fulfilment and an avenue for 

personal growth. It may also include feelings of independence, 

companionship, experimentation, adventure, community, self-

control and future. To ensure that people with disabilities 

have access to enjoyable and successful community recreation 

requires support, confidence building, community education 

and family and/or friends' involvement. 

Conclusion 

The severely disabled have something to contribute to a 

group or society, either in concrete terms or just by being 

whatever they can be; a person does not have to contribute in 

concrete or practical terms. 

One session discussed the recent legislation, including the 

Disability Discrimination Act. This legislation now makes it 

unlawful to treat people with disabilities any differently from 

others. The message for us is that we are not to discriminate 

against people with disabilities in any way. 

Implications for Guiding 

Guiding has always made a practice of welcoming people 

with disabilities. In many respects we are a functioning 

example of the 'welcoming communities' identified by speakers 

at the conference. For this reason, it contains important 

messages for us. 

In many areas we have to move from the old paradigms of 

isolating and caring for people with disabilities to believing in 

their worth as citizens. We need to actively seek and support 

inclusion. 

We need to actively work towards genuine partnerships 

with people with disabilities. We need to stop caring for and 

protecting, and instead provide useful support. 

Our Leaders therefore must be trained to support. We need 

to learn to attain that balance between duty of care with 

empowerment, and allow risk taking. 

This must be associated with attitudinal changes. Each and 

every one of us—that means YOU—have to believe in the 

worth and the value of people with disabilities, and support 

them to become citizens. 

Personal Gains ... 

The conference renewed my enthusiasm for my role as 

Disability Support Co-ordinator. I enjoyed working with other 

people active in the field of providing recreation for people with 

disabilities, and I was inspired by people with disabilities working 

in the field and presenting papers at the conference. 

I have also become aware of resources available for our 

use, and I have developed strategies for solving some of the 

problems presenting at the moment. 

My presence at the conference presented Guiding in a very 

positive light, showing forward-thinking and a willingness to be 

involved. The poster display was viewed with interest, and I 

received several specific enquiries. 

- Lois Cook 

Disability Support Co-ordinator 

Western Australia 
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UNDERESTIMATE 

THE SIZE OF THE 

GREEK 

COMMUNITY—IN 

FACT, ABOUT 2% OF 

THE AUSTRALIAN 

POPULATION ARE 

OF GREEK ETHNIC 

ORIGIN 

A Leader's guide to creating strength and fun in 

Guiding through cultural diversity, and to meeting the 

needs of girls from different cultures 

PART EIGHT-GREECE 

(lift:: reek migration to Australia is mainly 

{11-101. 1011.-' 	associated with the post-war period. 
-, 

However, many Greeks had arrived in 

Australia prior to the 1850s gold rushes. 

Greek-born immigrants make up the second 

largest non-English speaking origin group in 

Australia after the Italian-born. The majority 

began to arrive in the post-war years and 

immigration steadily increased until the 

early 1970s. Birthplace figures 

underestimate the size of the 

Greek community—in fact, about 

2% of the Australian population 

are of Greek ethnic origin. 

After the Second World War, 

the Australian need for labour 

attracted many migrants from 

war-ravaged Europe who were 

seeking a solution to poverty and 

unemployment. The families who 

arrived became one of the most 

highly urbanised immigrant groups 

in Australia. Almost half took up 

residence in Melbourne making 

it the third largest Greek city in 

the world (after Athens and 

Thessalonika). There are large 

Greek communities in Sydney and 

Adelaide, although people who identify as 

"Greek" live in all parts of Australia. 

Of the first generation Greek-born people 

living in Australia. about one-third have difficulty 

communicating in English. They have one of the 

highest rates of language retention, with the 

majority speaking Greek at home. There is a 

strong desire among parents for their children to 

speak Greek. 

PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS: 

A girl from a Greek family will share with her 

family a strong sense of national identity and 

pride in her heritage. Parents encourage their 

children in membership of the Greek Orthodox 

Church, maintaining a Greek name and learning 

a Greek language. 

Families are traditionally very close and the 

father is a strong family figure whose 

permission may need to be 

sought for activities. 

Girls especially are protected 

and nurtured. Parents may feel 

concerned about their daughter 

going to a camp and may require 

assurance and additional 

information of the activities. They 

may also appreciate an invitation 

to visit the guide unit and also 

the first camp their daughter 

attends. The majority of Greek 

families place a high value on 

education, good morals and 

respect for elders in the bringing 

up of their children. They will be 

pleased to hear how the Promise 

and Law in Guiding reinforces 

these values. 

CUISINE: 

A girl from a Greek-born family would be 

accustomed to traditional Greek meals. These 

often include appetisers like tzatziki (cucumber 

and yoghurt dip) and octopus pickled in lemon 

juice and olive oil. Most meals will include meat, 
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Bright glowies for evening fetes, carnivals, discos, 
concerts, cracker nights and barbeques. 

A safe alternative to candles. Last for hours. 
Glowing lightsticks, lightropes, bracelets, frisbees, 

balls and much more. 

CALL NOW FOR OUR FREE BROCHURES! 

'•\ EVERYTHING GLOWS PTY LTD 

Phone: (03) 9589 4300 Fax: (03) 9589 4322 

(minced veal, beef and lamb are popular) and there are 

several inexpensive common ways to prepare this, like 

souvlaki—skewered, grilled meat in pita bread—and 

Moussaka—minced meat with eggplant and a cheese sauce. 

Lemon juice is included in many meat dishes; like many 

features of Greek cuisine, this influence has come from Turkey. 

Other popular dishes include pastitsio (macaroni baked 

with minced meat and bechamel sauce), stuffed tomatoes and 

freshly grilled seafood. One vegetable is usually served with 

the meal and green vegetables are always served with olive oil 

and lemon juice. The meal is served with bread and usually 

accompanied by a salad. Cheese, together with fresh fruit, is 

nearly always served instead of a dessert. The meal is usually 

completed with Greek coffee.Most Greek food is served 

lukewarm or at room temperature. 

RELIGION: 

The Greek Orthodox Church is the official established 

religion of families of Greek origin. About 98% of all Greeks in 

Greece belong to Greek Orthodox 

parishes. The remainder of the 

population is either Roman Catholic, 

Jewish or Islamic. 

There are more than a hundred 

Greek Orthodox parishes in Australia 

and a large number of clergy. In 

addition there are many afternoon 

and Saturday Greek schools and 

community centres. 

FESTIVALS AND SPECIAL 

EVENTS: 

Religion is integral to life in Greece 

and the Greek year is centred around 

the festivals of the church calendar. Of 

these, Easter is by far the largest, 

characterised by candle-lit processions, 

feasting and firework displays. There 

are many summer festivals in Greece, 

like the Athens Festival (June to 

September), where artists perform  

music and Ancient Greek drama. 

Another important celebration for a Greek child will be his or 

her baptism. The baby is named according to tradition, 

after the grandparents, or after the Saints. The child will then 

celebrate Name Days' as well as birthdays. 

Greeks celebrate their Independence on March 25th. 

GUIDING IN GREECE: 

Guiding was established in 1932 and is now the largest 

youth organisation for girls in Greece. The program places 

emphasis on individual development, life in nature and service 

to the community. There are five sections of guides in Greece. 

The ages and names of guides in Greece are: 

4-6 years Asteri (Stars) 

7-11 years Pouli (Birds) 

11-15 years Odigos (Guides) 

5-18 years Megali Odigos (Rangers) and Naftodigos (Sea 

Rangers) 

GLOWIES 
Fabulous fundraising after dark 

nn 
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The Art in the Sandwich 

Mordialloc Guide Leader Marlene Cashman has been preparing Leaders' weekends in 

camp for seven years, and the ideas keep flowing. This year the gathering had an 

International Theme, and Leaders from all over Victoria met to try out ways of preparing 

Guides for travel to a World Centre or overseas camp. 

T
he first focus of the weekend was symbols of 

Australia. An Australian flag was made, using red 

roll-ups, coloured paper and cheese (yes, cheese!). 

This was accompanied by a 'Guide Passport', an item which 

could be a lot of fun to make in a Unit meeting. The passport 

is constructed by taking a folded piece of navy coloured 

cardboard and cutting a hole in it in the shape of the Guides 

Australia logo. Bright silver paper is then pasted onto the 

inside to show through the cut out area. Over the inside (where 

the back of the silver paper is showing), a photo can be pasted. 

How you get hold of a photo of each girl is up to you—one way 

would be by using an instamatic camera, or maybe you'd 

prefer to get the girls to bring a 

photo developed beforehand. 

Once this activity was 

complete, the Leaders prepared 

to enter the `aeroplane' (set up 

by placing chairs in rows of four 

with an aisle down the middle). It 

took some time to stop 

passengers walking through the 

wall and into space! Once this 

hurdle was overcome, though, 

they settled in and made their 

own planes out of white styrene 

trays (these actually flew when 

tried outside later on). 

The craft helped pass the time as the aeroplane approached 

its stopover destination, New Guinea. Here passengers' faces 

were painted in preparation for a sing-sing. Then, after singing 

themselves nearly hoarse, our travellers re-boarded and flew 

the next leg of the journey, arriving eventually in Paris. 

After donning berets and smocks and being supplied with a 

fine paintbrush, they vented their artistic sensibilities by 

painting on slices if stale bread coated with Gessa (to hold the 

paint). Monet would have been astonished at the original and 

colourful results! 

Another of the activities involved building the Eiffel Tower 

out of drinking straws. Again we saw creativity in action here, 

and the results were in some 

cases remarkably detailed. 

Our next stop was Holland, 

where fetching hats were made 

from stiff white paper. With a bit 

of ingenuity we constructed 

clogs out of shoe boxes. Orange 

juice cartons were also put to 

good use. The peak of the box 

was flattened by making a few 

cuts here and there, and 

movable vanes were placed 

in front to complete the 

transformation from cardboard 

waste to elegant windmill. Another 

Remodelling the Eiffel Towe r to fit rigorous Guide Specs. 
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More secrets of Japanese cuisine 
revealed to an elite few 
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type of windmill was made with an ice cream cone placed 

upside down on a serving of ice cream with a wafer cut in two 

for vanes. However, we can't show you an example of this kind, 

since they were lacking in the area of durability (that is to say 

we ate them). 

A South Sea Island appeared on the starboard side. Each 

passenger tied a string around their waist with raffia tied on 

and a lark's head attached to make a grass skirt. A metal nail 

file was used to carve a design on thick white chalk to make a 

totem pole. With a drinking straw, a bead, brown pipe cleaners 

and green chenille bump pipe cleaners for palm fronds and 

with the aid of some elastic a monkey was soon running up 

and down a palm tree (refer to GiA October 1996 page 18). 

We sampled plenty of international food. For breakfast we 

dined on croissants, bagels, small Dutch pancakes and 

homemade Swiss muesli. We lunched on Danish open 

sandwiches, spring rolls and pasta which we were shown how 

to make with many different shapes. This was followed by fresh 

fruit and Swiss fondue for 

When Diana Jackson-Taylor, pioneer 

of Guiding, died on 18 November 

1996, there ended a long 

association between her, ex-

members of the 1st Canberra Rangers 

from her days as their Leader in 

the 1940s and members of the 1st Sydney Cadets and 

SRS Ark from the same period. 

We had all met during and following a two week visit to 

Canberra by the Cadets in 1946, where lifelong friendships 

and strong ties had been established. Not least of these was 

the attachment of us all to Diana, who was always at the hub 

of our annual reunions due to her wonderful sense of humour. 

Diana never lost sight of the need for a deeper 

understanding of and commitment to the promise we had all  

making sushi rolls and 

tasting many different kinds 

of Japanese food. Sake 

was sipped from a corner 

of a small box with a light 

dusting of salt. 

Before the evening 

meal we dressed up in 

international costumes 

and read the Promise of 

the country represented by 

our respective outfits. Our 

dining room was cleverly 

transformed into a Japanese 

restaurant with effective 

flower arrangements. We 

cooked our prepared meal 

at the table in frying pans. Our Guides' Own was very colourful 

with Leaders holding parrots, trees, mountains, clouds and 

rivers made from available materials or drawn. This strikingly 

different kind of service made a grand finish to a thoughtfully 

planned weekend. 

I hope Leaders will find that they can use a program of this 

kind in Units as activities over a period of time, or maybe even 

on a weekend event like ours. Certainly those Leaders who 

attended can't wait for next year to continue 'Going There ... to 

do That'. 

Thanks again Marvellous Marlene. 

- Jean Cole, 

Victoria 

made. She did much to foster the 

Guiding spirit in her girls, many of 

whom went on to serve the Association 

as Leaders, Commissioners and 

Executive where our achievements 

were great delight to her. In January 

1996 we celebrated the 50th anniversary of that first visit to 

Canberra, and this month is the anniversary of Diana's death. 

She was loved and respected by us all and as an integral 

part of our annual meetings we will miss her dearly. We have 

sung our last goodnight ... safely rest, Diana. 

- Merie Kavanagh, 

ex-1st Sydney Cadets 

for the reunion group. 

dessert. Some meals 

were eaten in-flight with 

trays balanced on our 

knees (beware turbulence 

as other passengers 

pass by!). 

A particularly exciting 

element of this vast 

international smorgasbord 

was Japanese food. We 

learnt how to prepare 

various items of Japanese 

cuisine used in a typical 

meal, trying our hand at 
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ROWNIES 

DAVID BELLAMY GETS ENVIRO-A 

PADDINGTON AND CLOVELLY B 

GUIDES chat to DAVID BELLAMY 
at the AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM 

and via the internet 

What can Guides do to protect the minion lir 
Have you met any Narwhals lately? 

Are you related to Santa Claus? 
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hese were just a few of the hard-hitting questions put to 

British environmentalist David Bellamy, by Clovelly and 

Paddington Brownies at the Australian Museum on 

September 6 this year. 

Bellamy was in Australia to participate in the Community 

Biodiversity Network's Earth Alive Festival. He took some time 

out of his hectic schedule to launch the Guides Australia 

Enviro-Action pack and to host an environmental question and 

answer session with Guides across Australia via the internet. 

David has been actively promoting environmental action 

through the scouting movement in the United Kingdom and 

was only too happy to 

relate his adventures 

to a group of inquisitive 

Australian Guides. The 

girls were particularly 

awed when he showed 

them the scars on his 

legs from encounters 

with crocodiles and a 

killer whales. 

"After we sorted 

out his relationship 

to Santa Claus, one 

of the Guides asked 

him about the narwhal, 

also known as 'the unicorn of the sea' because of the long horn 

growing out of its nose" said Guide Leader, Lindy Elder. 

"We discovered he had recently been involved in a 

documentary about narwhals in Canada and he entertained 

the Guides with marvellous tales of these elusive creatures. 

Apparently David had been in a helicopter whilst the crew were 

filming the narwhals and was so excited to see these majestic 

creatures frolicking in their environment, that he simply jumped 

out of the helicopter and started to swim around with them. "It 

was probably the most stupid thing I have ever done—but also  

the most wonderful." said David Bellamy. 

Guides from South Australia, Queensland and the ACT were 

equally thrilled to take part in the on-line enviro-chat and had 

prepared some thought-provoking questions for the renowned 

environmentalist. The chat lasted for almost two hours, covering 

a range of environmental topics like biodiversity, the greenhouse 

effect and global warming. Many Guides were keen to discuss 

the use of Guiding as a medium for environmental change and 

David was very interested to learn of Guiding's long tradition of 

low-impact camping and bushcraft, our cork recycling 

initiatives and of course, the new Enviro-Action Pack. 

Bellamy's positive reaction to the pack 

makes him the latest in a series of 

environmental figures and organisations 

who have been forced to sit up and take 

notice of Guides Australia since the 

Enviro-Action Pack's release. Andreas 

Glanznig of the Community Biodiversity 

Network, for example, had this to say: 

"The Enviro-Action Pack is a fantastic 

way to encourage kids to build a safety net 

for our planet. In the 1980s environmental 

initiatives focused on preventative measures, 

encouraging us to tread lightly on the 

earth by 'reducing, reusing and recycling'. 

The Enviro-Action Pack builds on this to 

incorporate the equally important message for the 1990s, 

"retain, restore and repair." 

The chat concluded with David signing off "Many thanks 

from the hairy Pommy botanist. I'm really an Orangutan in 

disguise, and very cuddly too." 

Many thanks to Dr David Bellamy, Andreas Glanznig, Ann 

Skates from Search and Discover at the Australian Museum; 

and Webmaster, Sandra Kumskov for making the launch of the 

Enviro-Action Pack such a success. 

- Catherine Milne National Office 
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First, catch your cow ... 
A QUIET AFTERNOON ON THE RIVER 

TURNS INTO A DRAMATIC RESCUE 

It was one of those far north coast 

winter days—an early morning frost 

giving way to a clear sky, brilliant 

sunshine, not a breath of wind. A 

perfect day for canoeing. 

Six of us set out along the Wilson river. The water was as 

smooth as glass and the tide was running with us. We all felt 

worlds away from the city, relaxed and enjoying the peaceful 

river with so many different kinds of water birds that took very 

little notice of our canoes. 

At about lunchtime we came across an exhausted black 

and white cow that had obviously been in the icy water for a 

long time. She was stuck in the mud at the edge of the river, 

up to her neck in the water and unable to climb the steep bank. 

Her eyes rolled as the three canoes approached. We 

thought we might be able to urge her to greater efforts to save 

herself but she was simply too tired. Three of the girls set off 

over the hills in search of a farmer. The first farmer the girls 

found sent a girl on horseback to see what the situation was, 

but no further assistance was forthcoming. 

We weighed the pros and cons of putting ropes around 

various parts of the cow's anatomy to pull her out: wading in 

and pushing her, running the risk of her collapsing on us or 

panicking and getting into deeper water; towing her across to 

the other side where there were others of her breed and where  

the bank was less steep, but what if she sank mid-stream? 

The girls were distraught at the thought of leaving her there 

and sent some of the girls by car to try and find another farmer. 

Better luck this time! The girls returned with an elated looking 

cow owner in tow. "Ear tag 514." he said "Yep, we've been 

looking for her!" 

Getting back down the slippery river bank provided plenty of 

amusement for those who were dry and comfy in our canoes—

we could see the dunking coming a mile away! 

We ferried the farmer and then his dog across the river and 

with much shouting, pushing, pulling on ropes, barking (from 

the dog), slipping over in the mud and a great deal of hilarity, 

the poor cow was eventually moved to another part of the bank 

up the river. She stood on the bank, quivering all over, with milk 

streaming from her distending udder. 

The farmer was most grateful for our help and said the cow 

wouldn't have survived another night. She was a valuable 

animal and had calved only the week before. 

We felt good as we turned our canoes for home. 

- Helen Hargreaves 

Photos by Helen Lea 

New South Wales 



Christmas program Ideas  
Marbled wrapping paper 
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Paper marbling is not difficult once you are organised, and it's 

suitable for older girls. Younger girls will also enjoy making 

marbled wrapping paper, although they may need some 

supervision—oil paints and marbling inks can be harmful if 

swallowed. Use red and green inks to make Christmas cards, 

envelopes, stationery, wrapping paper and anything else you 

can think of! 

What you need 

• assorted colours of oil paints or marbling inks 

• plain. white paper 

• an oven pan covered with tin foil (make sure the pan is big 

enough to fit your paper) 

• water to fill the saucepan 

• 1 teaspoon of vinegar (if using marbling inks) 

• newspaper to cover your work area 

• a pencil or toothpick 

Christmas Napkin Rings 

Purchase some Christmas ribbon or felt from your craft shop. 

Cut some cardboard rolls into widths to match the width of 

Christmas ribbon. Wrap ribbon (or felt) around tube and glue in 

place. Add smaller ribbon trim (strung sequins or solid ribbon) 

to outside edges, or a Christmas card cutout to centre of felt. 

Gift Tags 

Cut shapes from coloured pieces of card using pinking shears 

or wavy-blade scissors. Glue on gumuts, leaves, pressed 

flowers etc. Use gold, silver or black textas to write 'To and 

From' and 'Merry Christmas' on the cards. Punch a hole and tie 

Christmas ribbon, tinsel or curling tape in the hold ready to 

attach a gift. 

Personalised Christmas Stockings  

What you do 

1. Fill the oven pan (with the tin foil over it) with water. 

2. If you are using marbling inks, put the teaspoon of vinegar 

in the oven pan, and mix well. 

3. Put in just a few drop of the marbling inks or oil paints (using 

two or more colours works best). Swirl the colours with the 

pencil or toothpick. 

4. Put the paper in the pan slowly. Work quickly, especially 

when using oil paints. If you do not, the paint will make a sheet 

on top of the water, and you will not be able to marble. 

5. Take the paper out and put it face down on the newspaper 

for about a minute. 

6. It's finished! When the paper is completely dry you'll have 

some excellent wrapping paper for your Christmas presents. 

Christmas Tree Ornament 

Cut out pictures on the last year's Christmas cards, circular 

pictures work best, put two back to back and glue them. Then 

take a hole punch and punch holes evenly around the edge. 

Then weave thread, wool or coloured string through the holes 

around the edge. 

Christmas Wreath 

Cut a piece of coiled jute rope about 24 to 48 cm long (2.5 

cm in diameter; the larger the diameter of rope, 

the longer the rope can be). 

Use a thin piece of wire to tie the ends 

together. Add ribbon wrapped around rope 

(leaving much rope visible). Make a bow 

out of the ends of the ribbon, and/or add 

small Christmas decorations glued to rope. 

Personalised Christmas stockings can be as ornamental or as simple as you please. Here are some ideas to get you started. 

Get the girls to iron on their names, personalised message or design —iron on letters can be bought from crafts shops. 

Use glitter and glue to personalise the stockings. Glitter and glue pens can be purchased from most craft shops or 

newsagents. Alternatively, get the girls to paint on their own names with a glue brush and then sprinkle on the glitter. 

Ask the girls to bring in a variety of colourful objects suitable for sewing on to the stocking. Buttons, Christmas decorations, 

brightly coloured fabric . . . you're only limited by your imagination. 
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Christmas 
Boxes 
Make the following boxes and 

fill them with gifts such as pot 

pouri or home made sweets. 

Use squared paper for 

example origami or brenex 

squares. Follow the directions 

and repeat to make a lid and 

base. 

1. Fold the paper diagonally. 

4. Fold each corner into the 
centre point 

5. Fold the straight edges to 

the centres so that the paper 

is a small square shape. 

6. Open out and cut along the 

bold lines 
2. Fold the paper diagonally 
the other way 

7. Fold into a box shape 
3. Fold the paper in half both 
ways 

Photo Transfer 
Make a very original Christmas present for your friends and family using your favourite 

photographs. 

What you need 

Rubber gloves 

Turpentine 

Tightly woven fabric such as calico. 

This project will also work well on 

T-shirt material. 

Clean Rags 

What you do 

1. Tape blotting/butcher's paper to the board 

2. Tape fabric over the paper 

3. Tape photocopy face down over the fabric 

4. Dampen (but don't soak) the rag with turpentine. Too much 

liquid will make a smudgy print. 

5. Starting at the top of the photocopy and working down, dab 

the rag over a small section until the photocopy looks oily and 

transparent. 

6. Rub over with the metal spoon using a little pressure. Be 

careful not to tear the paper. Life the edge carefully to check 

your work but don't move the photocopy. 

7. Continue until the entire copy is finished and hang to dry. 

Masking Tape 

Metal Spoon 

Blotting paper or butcher's paper 

A flat board 

Photocopy of a photo or picture 

8. Let dry thoroughly, and iron before washing. It must be left 

to dry properly or the turps may catch fire! 

9. Ironing will `set' the picture, so that it won't wash out. 

Hint: If your transferred image is dark and 

smudgy you are using too much turpentine. If the 

image is too light, use more turpentine. 

The picture becomes a mirror image of the 

original, so don't use anything with writing on it. 

Make your own camp badges or t-shirts, or make a frame 

and place your picture in it. 

from New South Wales Support Group Newsletter 

MAKE YOUR MOVE 
AT CHRISTMAS 

Why not hold a safety awareness night using YOUR 

MOVE, the emergency lifesaving adventure video! 

This informative and entertaining video can be 

purchased from Health and Safety in Brisbane for 

just $20.00, or you can use it as a fundraiser and 

charge $25.00. The YOUR MOVE video would also 

make a fantastic Christmas present. 

If you're interested in purchasing this fantastic 

lifesaving adventure video, contact Yasmin at Health 

and Safety in Brisbane on (07) 5574 1674. 

Above: Queensland Guides feature 

in the YOUR MOVE video 
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CHRISTMAS 
SLIPPERS 

What you need 

Thin card 

Ribbon 

Gold thread 

Spray glue 

Candy cane 

 

Christmas paper 

Small decorations 

Quick drying glue 

Stapler 

Sweets or small gifts 

2 

   

What you do 

  

Using spray glue, glue Christmas paper to both sides of the think card and 

allow to dry. Trace slipper stencils 1 and 2 onto card and carefully cut out. 

Place cut out 1 on top of cut out 2 and staple together around the outer edge 

of the slipper. Glue ribbon or lace around the edge to cover the staples and then 

decorate. Attach a gold thread to the heel of the slipper to hang. Fill with candy 

canes, mixed lollies or small gifts. 

Make a number of slippers and hang on a small tree inside your front 

door. Give the slippers away to visitors during the 

Christmas season. Fill a basket with slippers to 

give away at the local shopping centre. Display your 

Christmas slipper tree in a local shop. Put a big sign on it telling shoppers 

that your unit is donating the tree to a local charity. 

1 

Porn Porn Santa 

What you need 

1 small pom pom for the head 

1 much larger pom pom for the body 

Small pieces of red and black felt for 

hat, belt, buttons, eyes and nose. 

Small amount of black card for 

hands and shoes (or felt glued to 

card) 

Tiny pom pom for the hat 

Cotton wool for the beard 

What you do 

Make a hat from a semi- circle of red felt, attach tiny pom pom 

to the top and glue hat to head. Glue eyes, nose and beard in 

place and leave to dry. 

Cut buttons and belt from black felt and glue in place. 

Belt goes all around the large pom pom  

Cut hands from card or felt glued onto both sides of card and 

glue in place. 

Glue head to body and Santa is complete. 

If using as a tree decoration attach a hanging loop made from 

gold thread. 

Pat James 

Queensland 
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Teddy Bear 
Puppet 

Use this pattern to cut 2 shapes from felt or similar 

material and glue or sew together. 

Leave a space at the bottom and insert a piece of 

thin dowell to hold puppet. 

Glue on wobbly eyes and draw on a face with 

black marking pen. 

Ask the girls if they would like to make up a play 

with a friend. 

Finish the evening with a 

special prayer for the 

Teddies. 

Teddy Bear Hunt 
Leave Use a story like the 'Bears in the Night' to 

make an obstacle course. Ask the girls to find a 

pot of honey or a particular animal. 

Peta Newton 

Kingston Guides 

Tasmania 

BYO BEAR 
Teddies join the circle for the opening and closing 

ceremony. The girls then held a hugging 

competition to see who's bear is the cuddliest. 
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TEDDY BEARS' 
GUIDE MEETING 

TEDDY 
FOOD 

Make Teddy sandwiches and 

honey biscuits. YUM! TEDDY 
RAMPAGE 

Teddies join in running 

relay with Guides 

Kingston Guides aged 5 to 8 years 

planned their own bear-friendly evening 

of entertainment. The girls held a brain-

storming session and here are a few of 

the ideas they came up with. 
TEDDY 

PRAYER 

7i2 



Guides like to 
Lend A Hand 

The Itty Bitty 
Guide Book 

Guides try to do 
a good turn 
every day 

The Guide 
Promise: 

I promise to do 
my best to do my 

duty to God, to 
serve the Queen 
and to keep the 

Guide Law 

The My Bitty 
Guide Book 

Guides like to 
Lend A Hand 

Guides try to do 
a good turn 
every day 

The Guide 
Promise: 

I promise to do 
my best to do my 

duty to God, to 
serve the Queen 
and to keep the 

Guide Law.  
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ThE GuidE PromisE a tiny booklEt 

Younger Guides are intrigued at the idea of putting together a tiny booklet which is just over a 1 cm square but contains a legible 

copy of their Guiding principles. This craft activity is relatively easy to undertake. You'll need access to a word processor and 

laser printer, or you can photocopy the figures below. 

Materials: 
For each girl, a strip of text on white paper, a cover on coloured light card, two Guiding stickers, and a length of strong thread. 

Optional: A pre-sewn pouch and safety pin. Pouches should be 1 cm longer and wider than the covers, with one end open. They 

can be made out of cloth or polyethylene, sewn on a sewing machine and cut apart after sewing. The safety pin is used both to 

hang the booklet and to close the open end of the pouch. 

Preparation: 
With a word processor, or by photocopying, produce the strips of printed text for each young Guide. On a word processor, use 

a sans-serif font such as Arial in 4 or 5 point size. We have found that only the oldest and most patient girls can cut accurately 

enough, so you'll probably find it best to cut apart the strips yourself, preferably using a paper cutter or a knife and straightedge 

so that the edges will be straight. Make the little covers out of light card; score them for folding before cutting them apart. Put 

together one or two of these booklets yourself as a sample and demonstration. 

Assembly: 
This is best done with a child-adult ratio of 4:1 or less. The girl's job is to fold the strip of text, using an accordion pleat, so that 

the text appears on the inside pages. Encourage her to fold exactly along the dotted lines. Then she glues the folded text into 

the cover. Help her make sure the inside pages don't get glued together. She puts a Guiding sticker on the front and back cover. 

The booklet can be tied to a thread or placed in a plastic pouch that is sewn by an adult to fit the booklet loosely. Our Canadian 

Guides hung these in plastic pouches on their camp hats where they proved surprisingly durable. And they read their tiny books 

again and again and showed them to friends with a chuckle. 

By Carl von Baeyer and Lindy Elder 

developed in the 25th Saskatoon Brownie Pack, 

Saskatchewan, Canada, and 

1B Clovelly Brownie Guide Pack, New South Wales 
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Programming 
WITH LINDFIELD BROWNIES 

B 

Lindfield Brownie Unit in New South Wales recently 

held their 30th Birthday celebrations. The planning and 

preparation behind this event involved the new principles 

of `girl-led' Guiding and may be of interest to Leaders who 

are planning an event in their units. 

A few weeks prior to the event, the subject of the upcoming 

anniversary was brought up at a unit Pow Pow. After much 

discussion, we decided to invite former Brownies, Leaders, 

Commissioners and parents. It was also suggested that each 

six may light to organise a venture for our guests. 

Plans and preparations began in earnest during the 'six 

time' following the unit Pow Wow. None of my sedate 

suggestions of serving afternoon tea or performing songs were 

greeted with enthusiasm by the girls. No, the Brownies decided 

they wanted a disco, fashion parade, pinata, lolly guessing 

competition, raffle and quoits! 	I did veto the disco, but 

promised the girls that one would be scheduled for next term. 

With a philosophical outlook, I agreed to all the other 

suggestions and let the Brownies get on with organising the 

event with the help of my 'back seat' guidance. 

I impressed upon them that the success of each venture 

was up to the girls themselves. I would be there to advise 

them, but would not carry the ventures out. We discussed 

planning procedures, material requirements and job allocation 

within each six. The girls also decided to adopt the Bus for 

Kiribati project as the beneficiary of money raised on the day. 

Over the following weeks, the girls were very busy making, 

writing and addressing invitations; choosing just the right kind 

of sweet for the lolly jar; and packaging the gourmet goods for 

the raffle. A pinata was made from a paper mache covered 

balloon and the girls delighted in decorating their creation and 

taste-testing the lollies that were to placed on the inside. 

The 'quoits' six decided that the successful guests who 

managed to fling the quoit over the stand would get a lucky dip, 

so small, pre-loved toys and bags of lollies were wrapped and 

deposited in a large 'dip' box of shredded newspaper. 

The six organising the fashion parade seemed to spend 

most of their preparation time agonising over what to wear. I 

encouraged each girl to write a brief script about herself and 

her costume and suggested that a full dress rehearsal might 

be a good idea. 

A week before the party, notes were sent home to parents 

with the sixers' phone numbers for last minute conferring. 

On the afternoon of the big day, the girls decorated the hall 

with more than 80 balloons and streamers. The excitement 

level was at fever pitch and as a century of combined 

leadership experience filled the hall. I wondered what these 

ladies would make of our celebration, reflecting on my own 

brief leadership experience, albeit full of enthusiasm. 

After the formal welcome, our guests were reminded how 

different the Guiding today is from that of Guiding 30 years 

ago. An account of the first meeting followed, before the girls 

were let loose amongst the audience to carry out their ventures 

they had so earnestly prepared. The party assumed the 

character of a carnival as Region Commissioners lined up to 

have a throw with quoits, plunge into the lucky dip or have a 

wack at the pinata. 

The birthday was a resounding success. Afterwards several 

parents commented on the amount of organisation it must 

have taken to make such an enjoyable day run so smoothly. I 

was honestly able to reply that the girls had done most of the 

work themselves and I just sat back at co-ordinated it all. 

The girls showed me how well they can organise activities 

for the Unit and how creative their ideas can be. I urge all other 

Leaders to encourage the free flow of girls' ideas, allow plenty 

of time in the program for planning and help (from the 'back 

seat') to carry out their decisions. 

Margaret Simpson 

New South Wales 

Come to Random Cottage, Mt Victoria 
in the beautiful Blue Mountains for your 

next Unit holiday. Log cabin fully 
equipped for 30. Available midweek and 
school holidays for families and interest 
groups at reduced minimum charges. 

East Metropolitan Region booking officer 
Miss Joy Stacy, 26 Salisbury Road, 

Rose Bay, NSW 2029. 
Telephone: (02) 9327 3038. 
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What's happening 
TH  Junior Leaders? 

A report by Australian Training Adviser Brenda Hamlett 

The introduction of the Australian Guide Program has seen many changes over the past two years. 

One change of particular concern has been the apparent demise of the Junior Leader Program. 

M
AYBE we should take a look at the context in which the 

program evolved in the hope that this might clarify the 

present situation. 

In the UK in 1916, Guide Units in schools found their older 

girls were interested in developing the skills required to become 

Leaders. These schools were seen as an excellent environment 

in which to train future Leaders and the establishment of 

special Units for these girls was given a high priority. The branch 

was called 'Officers' ,'Training Corps' then 'Cadet Corps'. 

"The aim was to give girls between the ages of 16 and 21 

opportunities for service in the Guide Movement through 

Leadership training based on the Law and Promise and 

through practical training in Brownie and Guide Units. Two to 

three years was the usual time spent in the Cadet Unit." 

In 1927, the Cadets merged with the Ranger branch under 

the name of Cadet Rangers. They wore a white hat band and 

Promise badge and their additional Promise was to train for 

service in the Guide Movement." 

- From a Flicker to a Flame p 23 

A similar process occurred in Australia. Cadets provided an 

alternative program for older girls with an emphasis on training 

Leaders for the future. In 1969, however, Cadets as a separate 

section were phased out. 

The changes to the age groups of the sections which 

occurred in 1976 meant that the girls aged 14 and upwards 

became Ranger Guides and opportunities for leadership skill 

development were part of the overall program for their age 

group. Girls over 18 either became Adult Leaders in their own 

right or formed Ranger Units. Many fitted both roles into their 

already busy lives. 

It was soon clear that many girls in the new 14 to 18 years 

age group wanted to work with younger girls in Brownie and 

Guide Units and so needed a program which focussed on 

developing their leadership skills. Because of the links with Adult 

Leader training, the program which evolved was administered 

by the State and National Training Advisers, who linked these 

girls to area consultants. Unlike Ranger Guides they did not  

belong to Units, but many formed 

natural groups centred around their 

consultant. 

There were several concerns about 

this system. Some Junior Leaders 

experienced a sense of isolation and 

there were problems with these youth 

members being responsible to an 

adviser whose primary role was with 

adults. While Rangers invited Junior 

Leaders to become involved in their activities and vice versa, 

and both shared the fun and friendship of leadership skill trainings, 

there was still a sense of 'them and us' in some areas. 

It was therefore decided at the 1994 Program and Training 

Conference that Junior Leaders should be the responsibility of 

a member of the State and National Program Committees. 

This person came to be known as the Youth Adviser. Their role 

incorporated Ranger Guides, Rangers and Junior Leaders into 

one section, making communication easier between groups. 

Soon after this, the development of the Australian Guide 

Program abolished separate sections, and the flexibility 

offered has been enthusiastically adopted all over the country. 

The importance of the Patrol System and the development of 

leadership skills for all age groups from the six year old to the 

18 year old Guide is a major emphasis of the program. As a 

result we have the opportunity to ensure that all girls have 

access to leadership skill development as part of their 

program, and that for the older girls recognition of their work in 

this area is formalised in the 'Focus On 	.' programs and the 

achievement awards. 

So Where Are We Now? 
Older Guides working with younger people now belong to a 

Unit of their peers. This Unit may be made up entirely of 

girls working on the leadership focus of the Queen's Guide 

Award, and in that sense it will be similar to the age groups of 

Junior Leaders which existed previously. It could be considered 
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as a specialised Unit. The Unit may also include girls working 

on other focus areas such as outdoors, social issues or the 

arts. In this case their Unit will be more like a former Ranger 

Guide Unit. The Unit may have only older Guides or may have 

girls of a variety of ages—a so called flexible Unit. 

Girls living away from major population centres, or away 

from home, working or studying, may become Lone Guides 

and work on the Leadership focus through letters, tapes, e-

mail and the Internet, and may attend camps and activities 

when possible. 

All of these girls are Guides first, but when working with 

younger girls in a Unit they may be referred to as a Junior 

Leader to distinguish them from the Adult Leaders in the Unit. 

The Leadership focus may be part of their work towards the 

Queen's Guide Award, either as their main interest or in 

conjunction with another focus. Many girls will continue to see 

their work with younger girls in a Unit as the part of Guiding 

they enjoy most and not worry too much about completing a 

formal program of challenges. Some may choose to put their 

developing skills into practice by working with non-guiding 

groups of younger people such as Cub Scouts or church 

organisations. There are opportunities for them all to benefit 

from what Guiding has to offer their age group. 

The role of the Area and State Junior Leader Consultants 

has also changed, and a number of options are now available 

to them. Some may choose to continue to work with the older 

girls and register their informal area groupings as Units of girls 

working on the Leadership focus. Others may also take the 

opportunity to widen the Program in the Unit to include other 

focus areas. Others may 

prefer to remain in a 

consultative role in their 

Region or Division, to offer 

their skills as a resource 

Leader to all girls wanting to 

develop their leadership 

skills, and to provide 

support for other Leaders 

working with youth. In all 

these cases the former 

Consultants will need to 

complete the modules of the Australian Adult Leadership 

Program which are appropriate to their role as a Leader with 

youth or a Resource Leader and become qualified Leaders. 

Some Consultants may prefer to remain in an advisory role 

in their area as part of a Region team and not become qualified 

Leaders. This is their choice, but it is to be hoped that they will 

continue to keep their skills up to date and to be informed 

about developments in both the youth and adult programs. 

The future role of the State Consultants will depend on the 

way in which the State structures its Program Committee. 

They may become: 

: An adviser on leadership skill 

development 

: A committee member with a 

special interest in that area or in 

the Program for older Guides 

: Part of a larger group which 

addresses all issues associated 

with the Australian Guide Program. 

These Leaders are a valuable 

resource whose expertise is 

worth sharing in as many forums 

and on as many occasions as possible. 

So the wheel has come full circle. Initially everyone was a 

Guide, then various sections evolved including Cadets for 

older girls. The Cadets became part of the Ranger Section and 

then Junior Leaders were established as a separate program. 

Now everyone is a Guide again, with some having their 

own specialisation within a program that offers the widest 

possible choice to the largest possible number of participants. 

Those girls working on the Junior Leader Program are a 

very special group of young women, and the Australian Guide 

Program has not abolished them—it has widened their 

opportunities and welcomed them back into the fold as fully 

involved youth members of Guides Australia. 

- Brenda Hamlett 
Australian Training Adviser 

YOU'RE INVITED TO THE PARTY 

Mid South Coast Region former members are 
invited to be a part of the 20th anniversary of the 
opening of Coral Trees Cottage celebrations to be 
held on Saturday, 8 November 1997. Bring 
memorabilia and join us for afternoon tea from 3 

pm. 	We would appreciate copies of photos or any 
anecdotes you may have to add to our archives and 
look forward to meeting many old friends. 

- Judith Hooper 
Region Commissioner Mid South Coast Region 

New South Wales 



Dear Leaders, 

There is nothing quite like the sound of rain 

on an iron roof. As I write it is raining and 

raining. Water is running into tanks and 

dams, soaking into paddocks and saving 

crops, grass and trees. It is wonderful. 

But what's happening in the city? Are 

there traffic accidents, power cuts, transport 

delays? Where you sit alters your view, 

doesn't it? 

In Guiding it's the same. A positive 

outlook, the ability to make the best of every 

situation, a sense of humour and some good 

old-fashioned courage can work wonders. 

It doesn't take long to think of occasions 

in Guiding where 'attitude' makes a 

difference. Let me give you just one example. 

I visited a camp once on the banks of a lake. 

It was a pleasant site, but the view was 

dominated by a huge power station. The lake 

and the power station depended on each 

other, I guess. I wasn't particularly impressed 

by the view until a little Guide said to me 

"You really should stay here at night ... it's 

just like Fairyland when the lights come on". 

As Leaders we all need to switch on the 

lights of our enthusiasm, our understanding 

and our courage. Based on Guiding's values, 

our leadership can help light up the world for 

those around us. It may not be 'Fairyland', 

but it will be a better place. 

- Liz Davies 

NEW SOUTH WALES 
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+ RAIN, HAIL OR SHINE 

Despite the extreme conditions, 100 Lones and Leaders from Houison 

and Cullen Districts attended a Lones Camp in Rose Valley this July. The 

group ranged in age from five to 25 years. All had come together with the 

aim of meeting and mixing with the Lones Leaders, other Unit Lones and 

members of 'active' Units, some from the Ku-ring-gai region. 

Great galloping Geetah boards, bombarding ballistas, surfing safety 

and sand modelling drew energetic participation from these special 

Guides. Camp activities were complemented by a little pomp and 

ceremony in the form of special guests and presentations. Guests 

included two Deputy State Commissioners, the Public Relations Adviser, 

the Lones Adviser and her Assistant, and the Mayor of Kiama. 

Presentations were made to a Queen's Guide and a Junior Leader, and 

to the Lones Adviser and Assistant, whose terms have expired. It was 

indeed a very special time for Lones. 

We were saddened to hear that Rita had passed away on 

Saturday 8 August 1997. Rita was a Lone Guide Leader 

for a number of years and will be fondly remembered by many of us. The 

girls who were part of her Lones Unit benefited immensely from the love 

and encouragement she gave them. 

After retiring from Lones, Rita was always interested in the 

achievements of girls in all sections in Lones, sending messages of 

congratulations to girls who gained prestigious awards like the Queen's 

Guide Award. She will be fondly remembered by us all. 

+ A LESS FOWL 
AUSTRALIA 

Brunswick Heads Guides 

(aged 7 to 11) really made 

progress in Pilgrim Park on 

clean up Australia Day, 

breasting the challenge of wild 

chooks in their determination 

to make a difference. Every pack has its limits, however; they declined to 

remove a large, dead turkey, preferring to think it was doing a good job in 

its final resting place as compost! 

- Maureen, Assistant Brownie Leader 

1st Brunswick Heads Junior Guides 

❖ ONE YEAR LATER ... 

Woombah Iluka Guide Unit held a very well-attended and successful 

dinner in June this year to celebrate twelve months of Guiding in their 

district. A great number of official guests along with parents and friends 

enjoyed the Guides' table decorations, service and entertainment. Much 

congratulations and best wishes for many more years! 

alk 
GP VALE: RITA WARD 

O ° 
0 0 0 
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WESTE RN AUSTRALIA 

❖ 1ST KARDINYA 

GET WITH THE PROGRAM 

It is good to see Leaders and Guides discussing the new program and the 

relevance of various parts of it. 1st Kardinya Guides, together with their 

Leader Aileen Steele, sent in the results of their discussion on the 

pre-promise and its role in the new program. Did they in fact need a 

pre-promise? 

After some serious debating in their patrols, they decided that the 

answer was `yes'. It was interesting to note that younger Guides didn't 

really understand what it meant; to them it was just something that `was 

done'. However, the older Guides felt that it was needed to help younger 

girls understand more about Guides and about how their own Unit 

operated. 

Back to Patrol corners. What was going to be in the pre-promise? The 

most spirited debate was over what sorts of things were referred to by the 

term `Guiding traditions'. The Guides decided that `traditional' parts of 

Guiding included things like the flag, the uniform. W.A.G.G.G.S., the 

district t-shirt and camping. 

The summary of what the Kardinya Guides now include in their pre-

promise is: 

Promise & Law—learn the Promise and Law using games. 

4 Outdoors—make an item out of natural materials 

—make and light a campfire 

—make a trail for Guides to follow 

—join a wide game 

* Service —make a cup of tea for their parents 

—make gifts or floral arrangements and present them with 

the Unit to the elderly. 

* Leadership—help organise and explain a game 

* Guiding traditions—find one Guiding tradition for your Unit, District, 

Region, country or world 

* World Guiding—know the four world centres or play a game involving 

the four world centres 

—learn a promise from another country 

* Patrol System —learn about the roles of Patrol Leaders and Seconders. 

Aileen is very proud of her Guides. She has every reason to be, as 

they are tackling the new program with the energy and enthusiasm that 

will ensure Guiding never dies. Even the `traditional' aspects of Guiding 

remains important to them. Aileen says that in `handing over the reigns' to 

the girls she was confronting her fears that the girls would want dramatic 

changes away from what she has known Guiding to be. In doing so 

she has gained great confidence, as she can now see that dramatic 

changes are not what they want at all. Her Guides have asked that 

many of the same ideas remain in their program; they just want to change 

the terminology and be able to do most of the work themselves. Which 

means less work for Aileen! Bless them. Aileen's closing comments were 

that she feels less `burdened' by the responsibility of running her Guide 

Unit, as the girls are now assuming more of the responsibility 

themselves—and loving it. 

- story by Peta Barker 

Dear Leaders, 

"Nobody told me that I would have so 

much fun in Guiding!" "I wish I had joined 

ages ago". These are just a few of the joyous 

comments made by new Leaders who 

attended a special morning tea in their 

honour at Guide House recently. 

The word 'enthusiastic' best describes 

this group of Leaders; they were definitely 

bubbling over with zeal. It was wonderful to 

see such a positive group of women come 

together, and in usual Guiding fashion they 

instantly became friends. 

Each Leader had much to tell about their 

activities. One Leader said that ter Guides' 

had been asked to be in the fashion parade at 

a local country show; the same Unit had taken 

part in a Guard of Honour for the visit of the 

Governor. The Unit started in May and it now 

has twenty girls. Another attendant was a 

new Leader who had joined subsequent to a 

recent promotion. This promotion resulted in 

three new Units being founded, one Unit being 

re-opened and five Leaders joining the team. 

No wonder the Region Commissioner is so 

enthusiastic! 

It has been a challenging but successful 

year and one of which you can all be justly 

proud. Congratulations and a very big thank 

you for all the time you give as volunteers. 

Your efforts are appreciated not only by 

Guides Western Australia but also by the 

community. 

Carmel, Kristina, Pan and I take this 

opportunity to wish you all a happy and 

blessed time with family and friends, and 

we'll see you all in 98. 

- Janis Wittber 
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"What you put into Guiding is what you're 

going to get out of it. 

And if you put your heart into it, you'll get 

it back ten times over." 

TASMANIA 

Life is full of decisions, isn't it? We 

wonder and worry, thinking of all the pros 

and cons and how the decisions we make will 

affect others. When we decided to 

take on a leadership role in Guiding, we all 

made a decision that was going to affect our 

lives in some way. It may have affected the 

time we spent with our families, our life 

goals, our personal development and 

confidence, our life skills and our personal 

relationships. Thinking back overy my years 

in Guiding, I can say that all of the above, and 
more, are true for me. 

Guiding has given me many gifts. The 

friendship and support of so many people, 

the opportunity to meet people from a range 

of backgrounds and life experiences, and to 

experience joy from their company. 

I recently read a comment from a 

Canadian Guide Leader, who said: 

Invariably, it is the attitude of the Leader 

towards the girls that encourages Guides to 

face challenges and extend themselves in 

different ways. The same thing applies to 

Leaders in districts and divisions, at 

trainings and meetings. We all need support 

and positive feedback, constructive criticism 

rather than negativity. When we contribute 

postively, we gain so much. 

Thank you everyone for what you have 

accomplished during the past months, the 

enthusiasm at trainings and the sharing of 

ideas. Don't forget to give that positive 

feedback to members of your Guiding team! 

- Diane Truskett  

❖ CAMP KALOMA 

Guides from 7 to 15 and Leaders of 

the George Town District in Northern 

Tasmania joined together for a fun-filled 

but relaxing weekend at camp Kaloma 

near Wynyard. This was the headquarters 

for a weekend of sightseeing and adventure. 

From recording fossils at Fossil Bluff to 	Chrissy Archer and 
climbing up the 'Nut' at Stanley the girls and 

	
Rachael Littllejohn at 

Leaders experienced tourism at its best in the Camp Kaloma. (Photo 

north west. 
	 Kerryn Bendtsen) 

On the journey back to Kaloma they stopped off for a swim and spa at 

Leisureville where they totally unwound after a full day. To top it all off they 

had dinner waiting for them on their return, cooked by some caring 

grandparents who lived nearby. Before heading for home on Sunday the 

Guides challenged themselves to care for the environment and complete 

their Bush Challenge. 

An added bonus of the weekend was that one unit helper enjoyed the 

camp so much that she decided to train to become a Leader and take a 

more active role in her Unit. Congratulations! 
- Trish Hepburn 

George Town District Leader 

❖ CONCERT TIME 

Guides from Launceston North Esk Division recently entertained a 

gymnasium full of parents and friends with song, dance and drama. The 

Rainbow Star Guides let everyone know who they were, while the 6 to 10 

year old Cormiston Guides performed Snow White and the Seven Car 

Salesmen. Guides advised the audience to fasten their seat belts and 

prepare for a blast from the time machine as the Guides took them back 

to the good old days through a series of humerous skits. Others relayed 

the antics of Bananas in Pyjamas and Mickey Mouse. 

Inspirational skits were found on the Internet and shown to appreciative 

audiences—one must always Be Prepared! Many talented singers raised 

the roof and the inclusive atmosphere of the evening encouraged 

everyone to join in. 

Guides of all ages love to perform and create their own work for 

parents and friends to see. 
- Joan Bunker 

Tasmania 

❖ LINE DANCING 

My paid employment is as a Nursing Sister in a Palliative Care Unit. 

During the course of a day, we ask our patients if we can do anything for 

them. One gentleman asked us if he could see some line dancing. 

'Goodness', we thought. 'How are we going to be able to grant this wish?' 

Then I remembered my local Trefoil Guild Unit and the item they had 

performed at our last Christmas Party! I phoned one of the Trefoil 

Members and within hours she had organised a group of ladies to perform 

some line dancing for our patient. The gentleman concerned thoroughly 

enjoyed the line dancing and I once again was grateful for my wonderful 

Trefoil Guild Unit. 
- Sue Graves 

Division Commissioner, South East Division 
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The changing roles of women in society 

have made it increasingly difficult to attract 

talented and committed voluntary Leaders 

who have the time and energy to work with 

girls and deliver quality programs. Indeed it 

is too much to expect that Leaders with full 

time jobs and family responsibilities will 

stretch their time to include Guiding. Without 

voluntary Leaders, how can Guiding—or 

any voluntary organisation, for that 

matter— survive? 

To formulate this question another way, 

how can Guiding continue to fulfil its mission 

of 'helping girls and young women grow into 

confident, self respecting, responsible 

community members'? We are exploring 

many possible answers. 

One is the introduction of 'After School 

Care Guiding' in government and 

independent schools. This is proving to be 

very popular with busy parents. Many parents 

subscribe to the values, skill development 

and friendship Guiding provides, but cannot 

fit an extra responsibility into their already 

overcrowded lives, so this program gives 

them an opportunity to expose their girls to 

these things. 

To survive, we must move with our 

community and meet the needs of our 

`customers'. In the future, Guiding may be 

delivered in a variety of ways and in various 

situations. Whilst the 'core' of Guiding will 

remain as a voluntary organisation, it is 

important that we grasp the bigger picture, 

embrace change and adopt a positive, 

flexible attitude. This will make us robust and 

viable in the future. 

- Heather Barton 

❖ THE ONE HUNDRED CLUB 

The One Hundred Club held its first annual awards presentation at 

Guide Centre Victoria in June, celebrating the achievements of the 19 

founding members. These 19 individuals raised their contributions via 

means as diverse as public speaking, massage, typing, catering, theatre 

nights and program events, while some made direct donations either in 

their own names or to honour other people. 

The One Hundred Club is open to any person willing to share in the 

`vision' behind its foundation. In their promotional pamphlet, the Club say 

that "the vision for the future of Guides Victoria is that of a financially 

secure, efficiently managed organisation in the hands of skilled, open-

minded, dynamic, visionary women ... where each girl is encouraged and 

supported to take responsibility to develop confidence and competence in 

a variety of skills which will equip her for her future". 

If you identify with this vision, and you are confident that you can raise 

or donate at least $100 per year, you are eligible for membership to the 

One Hundred Club. Contact State Office for details. 

- Helen Cameron 

Victorian PR Adviser. 

❖ SLEEPING OUT 

Victoria's Winter Sleepout in August was a great success. 

There were many activities for the girls to enjoy during the 

evening and all delighted at the huge campfire provided to keep 

away winter's cold. 

The purpose of Sleepout is to give those people with beds to 

sleep in an idea of what it is like to live on the streets and brave 

the elements each evening. Menton Guides captured the feeling 

of the evening when they said "If you were asked to slowly turn 

into an icy pole, would you do it?" "We are trying to ignore the fact 

that we cannot feel our toes and that our fingertips have turned 

blue." said their report. 

❖ SHOW TIME! 

September is show time in Melbourne and that means eleven days of 

family fun! For Guides Victoria, though, it menas something more; a great 

opportunity to promote Guiding. 

This year our stand in the Government Pavilion focussed on 

Multicultural Guiding and opportunities for international travel. Above the 

stand over three hundred balloons hung in the air, carrying three girls off 

on the adventure on their lives. Huge thirty foot banners draped the walls 

depicting outdoor adventure, canoeing, skiing, abseiling, pot holing and 

horseriding. The hands-on activity was flag making, which proved to be 

very popular. 

Over one hundred and fifty Leaders and girls manned the stand over 

the eleven days of the Show. They did a great job of sharing the joys they 

had experienced in Guiding with everyone who visited the stand. 

- Libby Howlett 

PR Adviser 

VICTORIA 
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Dear Leaders, 

Membership development is our number one 
goal. All of us who love Guiding want future 
generations to experience the fun and fellowship 
we have so enjoyed. Indicators suggest that the 
strategic plans set in place to achieve our goal 
are starting to have positive effects. 

I recently went to the Royal Show to work on 
the Guide stand. Our stand was on the environment 
trail and this brought 20,000 people through our 
doors. We had many enquiries about girls joining, 
and when we said we needed Leaders mothers 
were genuinely interested. They wanted to know 
about the program, thought the uniform options 
were great and were keen to know what they 
would need to put in as an adult, and what they 
could expect by way of personal satisfaction. It was 
most uplifting to have this sort of response. Most 
of these enquiries will hopefully result in girls 
joining our Units, and maybe some mothers too. 

Once the girls have joined, though, we have 
to ensure that we keep them. One frequent 
comment by ex-Guides when asked why they left 
in the last survey was 'bossy Leaders'. Although 
I'm sure we don't mean to be bossy, we each need 
to think about this. It also occurs to me that maybe 
a percentage of Leaders leave because they are 
working with another 'bossy' Leader. Maybe we 
don't even know that we are being bossy. 

I feel it would help our cause, and have a 
positive effect on our personal growth, if we all 
thought about our attitude; how it affects our life 
and how it affects those around us. Do our 
words and actions cause discomfort to the 
people around us? We need to ensure that our 
words carry positive messages. 

If we want to change our world then we must 
change our thinking and choose our words with 
care. We all want girls to enjoy Guiding. The 
promotions will bring them in. Our attitude may 
determine how many report back to the next 
survey that they left because of 'bossy Leaders'. 

- Dorothy Price  

❖ A WET WEEKEND AT GTS DOLPHIN 

58 Guides and 14 Leaders converged at GTS Dolphin for a 

weekend of water activities. The weather was perfect, the Port River 

was smooth as a mill pond and the dolphins performed their aquatic 

acrobatics like Sea World stars. 

Helping with activities were Scouters, George Humphries, and son 

Gary Humphries on power boat, Peter Dawson and Paul Watson 

canoeing instructor, and Olga (Noola) rowing instructor. 

On Saturday morning, the crew split into two groups. The first group 

went to visit HMAS Protector in Port Adelaide while the others enjoyed 

boating and craft. Most Guides were novices when it came to 

canoeing so a few fell in the drink, and became well and truly wet. 

There were rides in the power boat for non-swimmers. 

After a wonderful dinner, Gillian Powis, recently returned from 

Sangam, related some of her experiences to us and taught us two 

new songs. 

`Light' was the subject of Guides' Own, and everyone made their 

own Little Guiding Light from paper lanterns and birthday candles. 

These were placed in the middle of the deck, making a lovely glow. 

On Sunday we played `Its a knockout'-style games on the beach, 

and before lunch younger members of the crew made wooden treasure 

chests while the older Guides went beach combing with helper Sandy 

Judd. 

After giving the ship its final clean-up, we were off home again, the 

crew happy and the staff exhausted! 

- Olga (Noola) Mildren 

Para Plains Region SA 

❖ TREE PLANTING IN BELAIR 

NATIONAL PARK 

Members of the South Metropolitan Region decided to plant some 

trees at Belair National Park as a good turn for 1997. The trees were 
to be planted in Melville Gully, home to a small but growing colony 

of bandicoots living amongst the undergrowth of blackberries. The 

Rangers hope to encourage the bandicoots to take up residence in 

nearby native bushes and trees so that the blackberries can be 

eradicated without depriving these animals of their habitat. 

Members of the Region, 'Friends of Belair National Park' and Park 

Rangers joined forces to plant eighty seedlings. There were four tree 

species to be planted in order that the gully will once again be covered 

in its native vegetation. 

The 'Friends' explained how the seedlings should be placed in the 

ground to maximise their chances of survival in a fairly harsh 

environment. Colour-coded stakes had been placed in positions 

where we were to plant the trees. Many hands made light work and 

after about an hour all the seedlings were in the soil, with tree guards 

placed carefully around them. 

The girls, parents, Park Rangers and 'Friends' made their way 

back to the original meeting place and enjoyed coffee, cordial and 

biscuits courtesy of the very thoughtful 'Friends'. We felt it was a very 

worthwhile morning's work and I, for one, will be visiting Melville Gully 

from time to time to see how 'our' trees are progressing. 

- Peggy Knight, 

Region Commissioner, South Met. Region 
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❖ GUIDES SPONSOR DUNNARTS 

The Desert Wildlife Park in Alice Springs was opened earlier in 

1997. Guides NT have for the past three years sponsored the Red 

Tailed Cockatoo at the Territory Wildlife Park in Darwin. Centralian 

Guides decided it would be appropriate for them to have an animal of 

their own to sponsor. Their chosen animal is the Stripe-faced Dunnart, 

Sminthopsis macroura. 

The Dunnart is a small, rodent-like animal approximately 150-

210mm in length, and it has a long tail. The Dunnart lives in arid to 

semi-arid woodland, scrubland and tussock grassland. It sleeps 

during the day under cover or in soil cracks and may enter a state of 

torpor. At night it forages for insects and other anthropods. Well-

nourished animals store fat in the base of their long tails. Females 

mature at five months of age and rear two litters of about six young in 

each breeding season, which extends from July to February. The 

baby is usually hatched to the mother's teat for about six weeks 

before it detaches. They stay on in the nest for about ten weeks 

altogether. Learning about the life-cycle of this animal has been a 

fascinating and educational experience for the Unit. 

❖ ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

On September 10th Guides NT held their Annual General Meeting 

in Darwin. It was not as well attended as some of the past meetings 

have been, but those in attendance approached the business of the 

state Association with a strong sense of commitment and enthusiasm. 

Guides NT is fortunate to have a number of new members who have 

been elected to the Executive Committee, and we welcome them 

aboard and wish them well over the term to come. 

❖ TEDDY BEARS' PICNIC 

The 'hospital' at the Teddy Bears' Picnic was a great success. 

Guides from Nightcliff and Darwin Units rendered First Aid and some 

tender loving bear care to almost 500 sick teddies. 

Visiting South Australian Trefoil Guild member, Margaret Hicks, 

joined the Guides at the hospital. Margaret had a wonderful time 

supervising her nurses and chatting to the families of sick bears. 

The 'Guess the Number of Lolly Bears in the Jar' competition was 

won by Samantha Toft of 1st Darwin Guides. Samantha's prize was a 

lovely china plate decorated with a picture of a teddy bears' picnic. 

Congratulations Samantha! 

- Val Hamilton 

Guide Leader 

DESPERATLY SEEKING STATE EDITOR 

Wanted! Guide Person to write up Northern Territory 
events for publication in GiA state pages. 

Maybe you know of a Guide or Leader studying 
journalism and looking for practical experience; or 
perhaps you know someone who harbours aspirations to 
be a writer—well, what better place to start than GiA? 

For more details on this fabulous opportunity contact 
Gerda on (08) 8981 3628. 

NORTHERN 
TERRITORY 

Dear Leaders and Friends, 

Two weeks ago it was my privilege to attend the 

Annual Guiding Awards in Darwin. During the 

evening His Honour Dr. Neil Conn, Administrator 

for the NT, was invested as NT Chief Scout in a 

simple but very meaningful ceremony. The 

enthusiasm with which His Honour took office 

was evident to all at the ceremony. He had 

already earned two interest badges prior to the 

investiture. 

Last week I was also privileged to attend the 

official handover ceremony for our new Chief 

Commissioner Mandy Macky at Government 

House, Canberra. Enthusiasm was again evident 

in all who attended the function. Lady Dean 

hosted the ceremony. Her enthusiasm for 

Guiding was demonstrated by her interest in 

meeting as many of the guests as possible and 

spending time talking to them. Likewise, guests 

were enthusiastic about meeting Lady Dean and 

introducing her to another Guiding person who 

was present. 

Enthusiasm is as contagious as negativity. 

How long is it since you have been positive 

about the benefits of our new Australian Guide 

Program? What steps do you take when Leaders 

and trainers say "but the girls don't really plan 

the program, the Leaders do"? None of us like to 

lose our valuable members, but if they are not in 

step with the philosophy of Guiding or the 

program and they decide to leave then perhaps it 

may be time for them to bow out for a while. 

Sometimes we need to distance ourselves for a 

while in order to re-focus. 

As we fast approach the festive season I 

would like to take this opportunity to thank our 

enthusiastic Leaders and committee embers 

who give so freely of their time and to wish 

everyone a very Merry Christmas and a Happy 

New Year. Enjoy a well-earned rest, recharge the 

batteries and come back enthusiastic in 1998. 

- Carol Lynch 
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QUEENSLAND 

Last month I talked about my 'e' disease. 

This month I am here with the 'a' disease. 

The right 'attitude' is as essential as an 

enthusiastic approach. 

Our attitude really affects other people. 

How many times has your attitude affected 

those you live and work with. 

Trying to combine work, play and 

community involvement, as I said last month, 

is difficult. It is important to have the right 

attitude to ensure a balance in our life. With 

our lives seemingly getting busier all the time, 

it is important to ensure we have time for 

ourselves. Sometimes it may all seem a bit 

hard, and this is often reflected in our attitude 

and the way we relate to those around us. 

Take time, reassess your priorities and 

make sure you enjoy what you are doing. 

When this happens the right attitude will 

shine through. 

Attitude is an essential part of our 

Australian Guide Program. Stepping back 

and letting the girls take responsibility for 

setting their goals reflects a change in 

attitude towards individual responsibility and 

commitment. 

- Elizabeth Gilchrist 

LAWNTON DISTRICT'S 

30TH BIRTHDAY 

Past and present members of Lawnton 
District are invited to attend the 30 Year 
celebrations on 23 November at 

the Guide Hut in Nightingale Drive 
commencing at 3.00 pin and 

concluding with camp fire at 7.30 pm. 
Contact Elizabeth Taylor on (07) 3205 

7662 or write to Lawnton Guides, PO Box 
80, Lawnton, QLD, 4501. 

❖ THOSE QUEENSLANDERS ARE NUTS! 

The Queensland Arts Committee recently organised and ran the 
M.A.C.A.D.A.M.I.A. Arts Camp especially for Queensland Nuts. 

M.A.C.A.D.A.M.I.A. was an indoor camp for Guides aged 14 and over. 
We had a great weekend filled with activities, which included: 

Music—singing and 'bush instruments'. 
Arts—designing name badges and table decorations 
Craft—picture frames, lace butterflies 
And 

Drama—mime and Theatre Sports 

And 

M erriment—campfires, finding notes, nut craft 
In Kindilan, in the sunshine 

Action—dancing and action songs 

In fact, we all had lots of fun, and we are looking forward to the next 
M.A.C.A.D.A.M.I.A. in 1998. 

•:• CONGRATULATIONS TO . 

Marg Whackett, Boorang Region Commissioner as the 1997 recipient 
of the Baden-Powell Guild Haffenden Award and on becoming the first 
Queensland leader to attain her Qualified Leader status under the new 
program.And also to Mrs Adelaide Edwards on achieving her 60 years 
Combined Services Broach. 

❖ YOUTH ON THE MOVE 

Guides Queensland will have young ambassadors around the globe 
over the coming months. Nerissa Henderson of Marchant region, for 
example, was recently selected by the Premier's Department to represent 
Queensland at a youth symposium in Japan. Toni Bannan will attend 
'Youth at Paeroa' in New Zealand, and Melissa Brown will attend the 
World Scout Jamboree in Chile. 

Closer to home is the opportunity to attend the Scout Jamboree at 
Springfield on Guide Visitors' Day 8 January 1998. 

PROMISE IN THE ATTIC? 

The 2nd Tugun Brownie Guides love climbing rope ladders up to the 
attic in their Guide Hut. One day not so long ago they decided that the 
whole Unit would go up there. 

Once in the attic, the ideas started flowing, and someone suggested it 
would be 'cool' to hold Ashley's Promise Ceremony in the roof. "How are 
the Leaders and Ashley's mum going to get up there?", we asked. "We've 
found another ladder", came the reply (causing mild panic among the 
Leaders, as you can imagine). And so with a lot of hard work on the part 
of all the Brownies, down came an enormous ladder. We tied it firmly to 
the woodwork and climbed up. Once we were all contained in the ceiling 
we proceeded with the Promise Ceremony on our knees! We even 
managed to 'twist me and turn me' up there. 

Then we had to get down and put the ladder back, amidst cries of 
"That was great, can we do it again?". Hmmmm ... perhaps one day. 

- Dorami Keyt 
2nd Tugun Brownie Guides 
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NSW Trefoil Guild Members(also known as 
recycled teenagers) enjoying paddle pops at 

the 50th birthday celebrations 

NSW TREFOIL GUILD 
BIRTHDAY CELEBRATIONS 

On 17 May 1997, 129 Trefoil Guild 

members gathered at Glengarry for a 

weekend celebration of 50 years of 

Trefoil Guilds in New South Wales. 

Members of the organising 

committee arrived on the Friday 

evening to decorate Glengarry for the 

festivities ahead and being a Golden 

Jubilee, the decorations took on a 

decidedly 'golden' theme. A large '50' 

had been situated over the fireplace 

and was bordered by opulent golden drapes. Red balloons 

with gold ribbons adorned the Loveday Barton Hall and being 

surrounded by such glorious decorations made it impossible 

not to enter into the spirit of the occasion. 

Jan Little of the Brisbane Water Trefoil Guild had organised 

a trivia quiz and games for the Friday night and all enjoyed the 

evening of fun and friendship. 

Saturday morning began with a photograph session on the 

Apex Lawn and then a leisurely morning tea. 

Later in the morning, 129 Trefoil Guild members gathered in 

front of the flagpole to raise the World Flag and sing the 

Australian National Anthem. Audrey Williams, State Trefoil 

Guild Adviser, welcomed all in attendance and invited Liz 

Davies, State Commissioner, to officially start the celebrations. 

Although Liz Davies is the New South Wales State 

Commissioner, she did state that she felt she was there as a 

member of the Burrabaroo Trefoil Guild—and that she was 

very proud to be associated with Trefoil Guild members. 

A highlight of the day's events was a tree planting 

ceremony. Unfortunately, the Golden Ash tree was bereft of 

leaves, and a photograph of Golden Ash trees in full leaf, 

festooned with golden ribbons was used in a mock tree-

planting ceremony. Margaret Murray then gave an inspired 

poetry reading of 'The Tree Planter' and members were invited 

to look at the tree. 

Following pre-lunch nibbles, members took their places at 

the tables to enjoy a three course meal. The tables had been 

decorated with gold and white flowers and were beautifully 

arranged by Ku-ring-ai Trefoil Guild. Guild members were both 

informed and entertained by lunchtime speeches on a variety 

of topics from Merle Puddicombe, Dianna Mitchell, Beverly 

Heath and Effie Corbett.  

A huge cake made by Joyce 

Coleman was presented to the party 

and Grace Pritchard, an original 

member, was asked to say a few 

words and cut the cake. 

A sausage sizzle was held on the 

Saturday evening and was followed 

by a campfire. Joyce Crawford's 

enthusiasm inspired everyone to 

sing, laugh and have lots of fun until 

late into the night. Raisin bread and 

marshmallows were produced to be cooked over the glowing 

coals, reminding many of Guiding adventures of yesteryear. 

CELEBRATIONS IN THE 
SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS 

The Southern Highlands region marked the Golden Jubilee 

of Trefoil Guilds in New South Wales with a visit to the Ostrich 

and Emu Farm near Berrima. 

Although the weather was not especially wonderful, a 

happy time of fellowship was enjoyed by all on the day. The 

hosts at the farm had gone to much trouble to ensure this 

would be a day to remember—particularly for those who 

sampled bar-b-cued emu steaks for the first time. 

The Trefoil Guild members enjoyed a tour of the farm and 

met some of the ostriches used for breeding as well as a 

number of flightless birds from Australia and New Zealand. 

After a fascinating tour, the ladies returned to the patio, 

where the Region Commissioner cut the cake that had been 

iced with the gold and red badge of the Trefoil Guild. 

Coffee and birthday cake was enjoyed by all as members 

reminisced on happy Guiding memories and made plans for 

future Trefoil Guild projects. 

Joan Burch 

Southern Highlands PR Adviser 
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TRUE WOMANHOOD AND 

THE New 
Guide Program 

To the Editor, 

I would like to respond to the letter by `Ninkera' which 

appeared in the 'Your Say' section of GIA September 1997, 

Vol. 18 No. 8. The letter was headed 'Heading in the Right 

Direction?' 

Congratulations to Ninkera (Chris Kensley) on a very well-

written letter, stating her feelings and concerns as to the 

changes taking place within Guides Australia. I share her 

feelings but was not able to express them in 

such a clear way. 

Like Chris, I joined as a Brownie, continuing 

through Guides and Rangers to become a 

Leader. I have worked as a Leader with 

Brownies, Guides and Rangers over the years 

and watched some of them become Leaders. 

Whilst I believe change is good in some 

respects, it is not good to change just for the 

sake of change. 

- Bunya' (Ann Taylor) 
	BETTER 

Clifford Division Leader 

Dear Ninkera, 

Our paths have been similar; I have been a 

Leader for more than twenty years, a stay-at-home mum and, 

yes, even a foster mother. I was so sad to read your letter, and 

to feel your disappointment in the way that Guiding is going at 

the moment. 

I don't feel that true womanhood has anything to do with 

the age of technology—which we certainly do live in at the 

moment—or with the quest to be as able as men. All the 

young women I know are striving to be better people in their 

own right, and would certainly consider themselves equal to 

their male counterparts. 

Baden Powell indeed was a man of vision, and I feel he 

would be delighted that the program has been given back to 

the girls so that it is their choice to do whatever they feel is 

best for them. I think that our Leaders have a wonderful 

challenge to lead their Guides in their chosen paths, whether 

it be to go onto a high-profile career or to choose some other 

path in life. 

You know that you don't need thousands of dollars to be a 

Woman of Substance; as you say in your letter you are one 

because of what you do and feel, and this example must shine 

through to the girls in your care. 

We are certainly not forgetting the non-adventurous, the 

academic or the girls with disabilities. In my Region we have 

in fact just opened a new Unit for these girls who did not want 

to integrate with their fellow Guides in the district. 

The advertising of the new program says that Guiding is 

for everyone; we wish to help girls grow into confident, self-

respecting, responsible community members, whatever their 

field of endeavour may be. It is all about choice. 

Wishing you fun and friendship in your future Guiding. 

- 'Snowflake' (cute name, isn't it?). 

aka Mrs. Ellen Wallbridge 

Having recently returned to Guiding after a 

break of 20 years, I have read with great 

interest the recent letters in September and 

October GiA about the new Guide program 

and the way Guides Australia is heading. 

What initially attracted my renewed interest 

in Guiding was the challenge of working in an 

organisation that has recently taken major 

PEOPLE 	steps to remain relevant in today's rapidly 

changing society. However, what finally drew 

me back into Guiding was that our core values 

have not changed. These are the building 

T ... 	blocks of our new program and will always be 

fundamental to what Guiding offers, no matter 

how it is offered. 

One short quote I read this week from Stan Wallis 

(Chairman of the Inquiry into the Australian Financial System) 

about change in our society is relevant to all of us: 

"The accelerating rate of change should not strike fear into 

the hearts of Australians; rather it is something we need to 

integrate as being fundamental to the way we go about our 

business and personal lives." 

- Christine Ryder 

CEO, Guides Australia 

RIGH 

"MOST OF THE 

YOUNG WOMEN I 

KNOW ARE 

STRIVING TO BE 

IN THEIR OWN 
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G
reat news for Australian Guides aged nine years! 

Mrs. Marjorie Nicholson, Post Box secretary for 

England, wrote to tell me she has convinced the 

English Brownie Magazine to publish information about Post 

Box. Marjorie is convinced she will be swamped with requests 

from nine year olds and has promised to send them all to me! 

This is wonderful news for those girls who are nine or ten 

years old. But they will never find out about it unless they are told 

by their Leaders. Please do your best to encourage an interest in 

international Guiding, thereby giving our younger members the 

opportunity to experience an international friendship which may 

last a lifetime. 

In September I received a letter addressed to me personally 

c/- National Office. The letter came from Loris Kingott, who is a 

Leader in NSW. Loris began her letter with "Dear Friend"; what a 

lovely way to greet a person one has never met! 

Loris requested an intrastate link between the metropolitan 

Unit she works in and a country NSW Unit. The girls' idea was to 

become sister Units, to write to one another and perhaps visit 

each other for pack holidays. What a fabulous idea! 

Intrastate links are possible, but please note that such 

links are handled solely by the Post Box Secretary in the 

state you live in. 

This is my last message for 1997 and I really must extend 

my thanks to the many Leaders throughout Australia who 

bring the Post Box message to the Guides' attention. Without 

your co-operation Australia would find it difficult to meet the 

many overseas requests we receive each month. Thank you 

one and all. 

Of course, there are seven other people who make Post 

Box work so efficiently. My sincere thanks to the members of 

the Australian Post Box Team: Bev AAPBS, Helen NSW, Kath 

Old., Carol SA, Helen Tas, Margaret Vic and Di WA. These 

ladies have done a wonderful job on your behalf. 

Don't forget to send Christmas greetings to your pen pals. 

I offer you all my sincerest wish for a Christmas filled with 

love and peace. 

- Pat James, 

Australian Post Box Secretary 

Bravo for 
IDNAliz; camp 

Dear Editor, 

On July 6th this year my parents drove me to Rose Valley 

for the Houison and Cullen Districts' Lones Camp. I was 

so nervous I was shaking in my gumboots (which, believe 

me, were much needed—it had been raining and it was 

extremely muddy!), but I pretended to be calm and 

relaxed. 

On arrival at the campsite we pitched our tents. The 

Guides slept in bell tents and Rangers in lightweight 

tents. Once we had sorted out our accomodation needs, 

we met the Brownies in the on-site cottage and had 

dinner, looking forward to two days of badge work and 

activities during which many girls would pas camp 

tenderfoot, camp skills and camp cooking. 

Wednesday was spent at the beach. We met at Mrs. 

Doorey's house, where we made kites and listened to a 

talk on safety at the beach given by some life 

savers.After a great lunch of fish and chips we all went for 

an afternoon walk along the beach onto the rocks and 

little pools. Octopi, shells, sea snails and little fish were 

all found. 

Thursday was packed with fun activities like archery, 

walking on stilts, sliding down hills on blocks of ice and 

craft activities such as making soaps, flowers and chalk 

designs. 

That night two Brownies, two Guides (including 

myself) and two Rangers organised a Guides' Own. It 

was very nice. The theme was friendship. After that a 

beautiful roast dinner was prepared for us and we were 

happy! 

The next morning terrible winds threatened to blow 

down our tents, but thankfully they stayed up for a few 

more hours until we were told to take them down and 

clean up. After an early morning tea, camp cards were 

signed and the train girls left. One by one parents 

collected us and we left, taking the memories of a great 

camp along with us. 

A big thank you goes to all the Leaders who helped. It 

was much appreciated. 

BRAVO! 

- Linzi Jones 

1st NSW Lone Guides 

Ca. 
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FROM THE ACADEMY AWARD WINNING PRODUCERS 
OF 'FORREST GUMP' AND 'BRAVEHEART' 

/A TRUE ST PT 
COMING TO CINEMAS 

EVERYWHERE THIS CHRISTMAS 



DETAILS PLEASE CALL TRACY ON 

koninderie 
Australian Youth Event 

VISITORS' DAY 
Wednesday 7 January 1998 

Family, friends and Guides come 
along, bring a picnic lunch and join 

in our festival fun dayL 

Plenty for you to do and see! 
Face painting, kite flying, 

massage tent, climbing wall, 
volleyball, obstacle 
course and more ... 

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND ATTENDANCE 
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